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Twisted League Twisted League is full of interesting strategic solutions and unique challenges unlike any other way of playing RuneScape. This guide is designed to help players in whatever their league goals may be by providing information on the mechanics of the league, outlining the various methods of league training, and giving advice on how to
succeed in various league events. The start of the source editing initial location of the caviar is located in Courend Castle, which has a number of low-level training opportunities. For example, nearby men and women can be pocket theft for thieving training, and trees can be cut down to train woodcutting. To the east of Courend Castle is the port of Piscarius,
which has a fish shop and a number of convenient fishing spots. The port of Piscarilius is also the home of Veos, which can launch the first quest available in the League, Customer Courend. The Kourend client challenges the player with a visit to each city in Great Kourend, so it's nice to get started early on. The feather for the quest is easiest to obtain by
killing the chicken, which can be found in the northwest of Hosidius. Moving on, it's up to the player which way they decide to take. This will depend on personal preferences as well as any choice they make relic. Completing Customer Kurend early on can be reasonable as the two antique lamps he rewards can be used to gain 2,500 experience in any skill
that can be handy for skipping some slow, low-level training in skills such as Hunter or Smithing. Completing the quest also gives Kourend a benefit certificate for 20% favor in any city, which is often used for Port Piscarilius benefit to skip having to repair cranes and skip the dig for a bucket of sandworms. After completing Customer Courend and earning
some favor in the city, you can start other quests in the Great Kourend quest series that can be completed for their benefit, experience, and coin rewards. Relics Edit The Source of Editing Main Article: Twisted League / Relics relics powerful passive bonuses unlocked from points earned by performing league tasks. It is important to note that the choice of
relic is a permanent solution and cannot be undone. Because of this, some players do not choose the starting relic as soon as possible, instead waiting until they are sure which choice will benefit them the most. Each relic will have a significant impact on the best methods of play and learning available to the player, so keep this in mind when making a
decision. Starting relics (edited editing source) Relic Notes Abyssal Accumulator you save 85% ammunition and runh ndey. Saving ammunition is particularly useful due to the lack of any stores that sell arrows or bolts, especially early on before sweeping and wide arrows are available. At higher levels, saving ammunition will save you time and training costs
when using Like diamond bolts (e) or hard to get ammo like dragon arrows. Savings on mine cost are most notable for its ability to save on nature run, space run use, since these three notable runes can not be bought in the store. This can open up more learning methods that require teleportation spells, or make it easy to make money through the alchemy of
spells. Of course, saving on 4s also makes learning Magic using any method much cheaper, and can save on blood run runs that would otherwise have to be developed. The endless endurance of your run of energy drain speed drops to 0 and your hit points recover 4 times faster. The endless energy of running is generally useful when traveling, especially
with the limited transportation methods available in the League. Having the ability to constantly work while learning skills like Runecraft can also greatly increase the speed of experience and resource benefits. The run energy bonus is particularly notable because of the lack of any weight-reducing clothing in the league, as well as the difficulty in getting super
energy and Stamina potions. Increased speed of recovery of strike points is usually useful in all types of combat, or during training in places like Wintertodt, where the player will take occasional damage. This relic effect also stacks with quick healing and a regen bracelet, allowing 8x Hitpoints to recover (or even 16x if both used). The Dark Altar of Devotion
Bones fell creatures automatically buried and reward 4 times the experience. Ensouled heads now drop two at a time. Your prayer is 1/2. This relic focuses mainly on the prayer skill, both for its learning and for its use at all times. Burying each bone 4 times its usual experience is significantly better than the limestone altar and Sacred Bone Burner, which are
the two best available experiences of increasing the altars available in the League. Automatic bone burial also saves time, and in the catacombs Kurend even returns a small number of prayer points for free. The extra ensouled head allows you to train quickly in the Dark Altar, as long as the player has enough run and run them all. Reducing prayer runoff
makes almost all combat pain easier, and can save on prayer-recovery potions like prayer potions and super restores. Tasks to edit the source Main article: Twisted League / Skills Learning Tasks edit edit source Learning Skills in twisted leagues can be very similar to ordinary accounts or wildly different, depending on skills and method. For example, fire
training is done in the same way as any other account, going from low-level logs to fighting Wintertodt at higher levels. On the other hand, the skills both agility and crafting, must use creative techniques because of limited possibilities. See the following guides for Learning Every Skill: Getting Received | Source: /Transport Xeric Mascot and Haredd's memoirs
are the two most effective ways to get around Kurend and Kebos, but there are a number of other useful techniques, including a network of minecart and Magic spells. See the transport guide for the full list and maps. Favorite Edit Source Main Article: Architectural Alliance Getting favors from the various cities of the Great Kurend is essential for progress in
the Twisted League, since almost all quests, and some of the best methods for learning Cooking, Stealing, Runecraft and Mining, are locked out for the demands of favor. See a guide to strategies for getting help quickly. Equipment edit the source of Money, earning edit source Home article: /Money, earning Treasures Trails edit source Main article:
/Treasures Of treasure trails Trails steps are limited to those within the Great Cournd and Kebos Lowlands. This drastically limits the number of hint steps available, significantly reducing requirements and making hints much faster to complete overall. Quests, Miniquests and Diary of Achievements (edited by editing source) there are only a few quests
available in Twisted League: All of these are beginner-level quests with minimal requirements, and have useful rewards (including hard-to-reach coins). Similarly, Kourend and Kebos Diary has useful rewards (including XP lamps) and is worth prioritizing. The architectural alliance miniquest gives 50,000 XP lamps to get 100% benefit from all five homes, and
is worth doing quite early, because of all the things that favor unlocking. The search for knowledge is not worth the priorities, and will occur over time while killing monsters in the Fortos dungeon for other reasons. Getting items (edit source editing) Many items that are usually easy to get have become much harder to get into twisted leagues. Not being able to
trade with other players, the main ways to get items: In most cases, the wiki page will indicate the ways in which each item can be obtained in the Twisted League, denoted by the Twisted League icon. Refer to the category: Items available in Twisted League for an exhaustive list of items that can be obtained and slot tables below for a list of items in each
slot. Twisted League Information edit edit the source of Agriculture patches edit edit the source location Hosidius Farming patches. Up to level 45 Agriculture, the only traditional agricultural patches available to the player are in Hosidius, with two patches of selection, one patch of grass, and one flower patch. With at least 50% Hosidius benefit, this group of
patches will be immune to diseases. Spirit Tree Patch can be found in Hosidius, although it cannot be used up to much higher levels of agriculture. At the level of 34 Agriculture and 100% Hosidius benefit, Tithe Farm mini-game becomes available, allowing targeted targeted learning, not just waiting for crops to grow. With level 36 Agriculture, Hosidius Vinery
can also be trained to seed grapes that can be bought from Gricoller's Rewards farmer at Tite Farm. At level 45 Agriculture, the player can enter the first section of the Agriculture Guild, and participate in the activities of agricultural contracts. This first section has two more highlight patches, a flower patch, a bush patch, and a cactus patch. At level 65, a
Farmer's Player can enter the second section of the Guild, which has a tree patch, grass patch, Anima patch, and Hespori. At level 85, a farming player can enter the final section of the guild, with its fruit tree patch, Spirit Tree Patch, Celastrus patch, and Redwood patch. Vannah's Farming Stall in Hosidius. Most agricultural equipment can be bought at
Vannah's agricultural kiosk in Hosidius or at Allanna's Farmers Guild Farm Shop. Most farmers who observe crops will also sell some agricultural products through their dialogue. At Tithe Farm you can buy unique agricultural equipment, for example, you can buy a farmer Gricoller and clothes farmer. To make a Supercompost, the easiest way is to simply
plant watermelon seeds in two distribution patches, and use them to fill nearby compost bins. Without watermelons, one of the easiest ways to make a Supercompost is to steal from fruit stalls in Hosidius. These stalls can give Jangerberries, Papaya, and pineapples, which can be used to make a Supercompost even at a low level of agriculture. Seeds Edit
Source Pocket Farmers (edit source editing) Home article: Master Farmer, starting with Level 38 Thieving, can pickpocket Master Farmers for Seeds. Most of these seeds will be low-level and it is not possible to pickpocket tree seeds or fruit tree seeds from them. Master farmers are mostly useful for learning early levels of agriculture before a player can get
seeds through agricultural contracts or train agriculture on a tithe farm. Agricultural contracts edit the source of the Interior of the Agricultural Guild, where the Jane Guild can be found. Main article: Agricultural Contracts With access to the Agricultural Guild at level 45 Agriculture, players can ask the Jane Guild for an agricultural contract. Completion of the
contract gives the seed package as a reward that can be opened to different seeds depending on the complexity of the contract. Completing agricultural contracts is one of the best ways to get mid-level and high seed levels, it's a good way to get seeds while passively learning agriculture in the guild anyway. Choosing a Unnatural Selection relic will allow
players to choose their own agricultural contracts; this can significantly speed up the purchase of a seed package if players choose contracts to grow crops that have already grown but have not yet been tested or harvested. Looks like it's Task, this relic does not allow players to choose the same agricultural contract twice in a row. In addition to the two
aforementioned dedicated ways of obtaining seeds, the player is likely to passively accumulate seeds through various other activities. One of the most common such activities is fighting, with some high-ranking monsters like Lizard Shamans or Sarachnis usually dropping high levels of agricultural seeds. With Slayer's long-term task against monsters with a
few drops of seeds, it would be helpful to bring a box of seeds to save on storage space. Wintertodt supply boxes also have a decent chance of giving seeds as a reward, with seed quality depending on the level of the player's agriculture. Training (edit source editing) 1 : Plowing fields (edit source editing) Player plows fields. At Level 1 Agriculture, one way to
get some early levels is to plow fields with a plough in the south of Hosidius. Plowing the fields is the only way to get the benefit of Hosidius starting at 0%, so there is a good chance the player would like to do it regardless. Plowing the field will periodically give 50 farming experience, which can add up to several levels over time. While not a good long-term
learning method, it would be helpful to skip some of the worst crops, and get straight to planting something a little better like cabbage seeds. 1 : Agriculture patches edit edit source At low levels, the easiest way to train agriculture is to simply grow crops in a few patches available. With an increased experience rate in the league, it doesn't have to take very
much time before a player can move on to better methods or different types of patches in the agriculture guild. Even activities such as raking weeding patches, filling compost buckets from compost ben, and using compost on a farming patch give a small amount of farming experience. For better experience indicators, it is generally recommended that the
player plant the highest level of seeds they are available to, although other considerations such as herblore training are important when considering what seeds to use. 34 : Tithe Farm edit source Player, usually several logavano fruit plants. Starting at level 34 Farming, you can train your skills in a more direct manner through the Tithe Farm mini-game. This
activity also has a number of unique awards such as can Gricoller, farmer's outfit, and grape seeds. At level 34 Agriculture, you can achieve the experience of up to 140,000 farming experience per hour. At level 54 Rural This rate increases to 330,000 experience per hour. At the level of 74 Agriculture, you can achieve an experience rate of up to about 550K
per hour. All of these bets can be doubled after choosing the Collector's Gift Of Relic. Also note that these bets can be reached if the player owns the and makes no mistakes, so inexperienced players should expect lower amounts. Amount.
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